with moderate significance by the CANGAROO and Whipple 10 m telescopes and with high significance by H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and VERITAS. We present the results from three years of VERITAS observations conducted at large zenith angles resulting in a detection of the Galactic center on the level of 18 standard deviations at energies above ~2.5 TeV. The energy spectrum is derived and is found to be compatible with hadronic, leptonic and hybrid emission models discussed in the literature. Future, more detailed measurements of the high-energy cutoff and better constraints on the high-energy flux variability will help to refine and/or disentangle the individual models.
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Figure 1: VERITAS angular resolution (68% containment radius r 68 ) as a function of cos(zenith) derived from Monte Carlo simulations with the requirement of at least three images involved in the shower reconstruction. The geometrical algorithm performs well for zenith angles < 40 deg (cos(z) > 0.8) but gets worse for large zenith angles. At zenith angles of 65 deg, the displacement method outperforms the geometrical algorithm by a factor of more than 2. A weighted combination of both algorithms (geometrical/displacement, see text) gives an almost flat angular resolution. 
